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ABSTRACT 

Induction motor drives, the most widely used drives in industry, have been traditionally 

used in open-loop control applications, for reasons of cost, size, reliability, ruggedness, 

simplicity, efficiency, less maintenance, ease of manufacture and ability to operate in dusty or 

inflammable environments. However, due to the complexity of control methodologies for the 

induction machine, until recently, the DC machine has been the reigning champion of high 

performance adjustable speed applications. With developments in microprocessors /DSPs, power 

electronics and control theory, the induction machine can now be used in high performance 

adjustable or variable-speed and cost-sensitive applications, such as heating, ventilating and air 

conditioning (HVAC) systems, waste water treatment plants, blowers, fans, textile mills, rolling 

mills etc. Apart from their inherent advantages mentioned above, induction machines can also 

have additional merits such as energy efficiency, ease of control, reduction in inrush current 

compounded with increase in starting torque due to the advent of modern control techniques. The 

use of Adjustable Speed Induction Motor Drives (ASIMDs) has further increased due to their 

capability to achieve good dynamic performance using vector control (or field oriented control) 

and direct torque & flux control. With these control techniques, induction motor drives can 

achieve similar or even better performance than DC motor drives. These ASIMDs generally use 

a single-phase or three-phase uncontrolled AC-DC converter along with a capacitor filter at the 

front end (for rectifying the AC mains voltage and filtering the DC output), followed by a three-

phase Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) for feeding the induction machine. Such type of utility 

interface suffers from power quality problems such as poor power factor, injection of current 

harmonics into the AC mains, variations in the DC bus voltage with fluctuations in the AC mains 

voltage, equipment overheating due to harmonic current absorption, voltage distortions at the 
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point of common coupling (PCC) due to the voltage drop caused by harmonic currents flowing 

through the system impedances, decreased rectifier efficiency, malfunction of sensitive 

electronic equipment, interference on telephone and communication lines due to high frequency 

switching etc.  

Several international power quality standards such as IEEE-519, IEC 61000-3-2, etc. give 

guidelines to impose strict limits on the levels of the AC mains current and voltage harmonic 

injections. This has led to the development of various circuit configurations for power quality 

improvement in ASIMDs used in different applications. 

The main objective of this research work is to design, model, simulate, develop and 

implement in hardware different Improved Power Quality Converters (IPQCs) for mitigating the 

power quality problems at the AC mains in ASIMDs. Detailed investigations on various IPQCs 

are carried out for a wide range of applications starting from small rating motor drives used in 

home appliances up to large rating motor drives used in electric traction.  

Based on the application, the ASIMDs need unidirectional or bidirectional power flow. 

They can also be classified based upon the rating as low voltage and medium voltage ASIMDs. 

Three different topologies of unidirectional improved power quality AC-DC converters are 

designed and developed for the front end of ASIMD which target specific applications such as 

fans, pumps, air conditioners, refrigerators, blowers, paper mills and textile mills where 

regenerative braking is not mandatory. These converters are Minnesota rectifier, Vienna rectifier 

and Scott-transformer based rectifier. 

Bidirectional power flow applications are where regenerative braking of ASIMDs is 

desired such as cranes, elevators, marine propulsion systems, tram cars, electric traction, electric 

vehicles and conveyor belts. Here, the regenerated energy during braking is fed back to the AC 
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mains. In medium voltage rating ASIMDs, the regenerated power can effect a sizable cost saving 

even if a small percentage of energy is regenerated. Two different topologies of improved power 

quality AC-DC converters with bidirectional power flow capability such as two-level Voltage 

Source Converters (VSCs), three-level VSCs are investigated in this research work. A direct 

power control scheme has been incorporated in these front end converters to have independent 

control of real and reactive powers so that unity power factor can be achieved if it is required to 

do so. 

Different digital control techniques are proposed in place of a conventional PI controller 

for speed, torque and current control loops to achieve improved steady state and dynamic 

performances. Some of the control techniques that are implemented are Gain-scheduling of a PI 

controller and RST control technique.  

The necessary modeling and simulations are carried out in MATLAB environment using 

Simulink and SimPowerSystem block set toolboxes. A high speed DSP is used for implementing 

the drive system with IPQC in hardware. In every scheme, the simulated and experimental 

results are compared with each other and in most of the schemes and it is found that strict 

adherence to international power quality standards has been attained in IPQC fed ASIMD. 
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Fig. 3.37 AC mains line current harmonic spectrum at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% 

load torque. 
Fig. 3.38 AC mains line voltage harmonic spectrum at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% 

load torque. 
Fig. 3.21 (a)Variation of THD (%) of AC mains current with the load torque (%) and (b) PF 

variation with the load torque (%) for IRFOC based ASIMD with diode bridge 
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rectifier at the AC mains. 

Fig. 3.22 Steady state performance of the IRFOC based IM drive under steady state at rated 
speed (Nr *=1430 rpm) and load torque (TL=15 Nm) (a) vabs, ias, Vdc, and Nr, (b) 
ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (c) iast, ibst, icst and Nr, (d) vabs, vabst, iast and Nr. 

Fig. 3.23 Dynamic performance of the IRFOC based IM drive system during starting for 
reference speed of Nr

*=1000 rpm.(a) vabs, ias, Vdc and Nr, (b) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr, (c) 
ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (d) idst, iqsst, iast and Nr. 

Fig. 3.24 Dynamics performance of the IRFOC based IM drive system during field 
weakening operation (a) ias, Vdc and iast and Nr, (b) idst

*, iqst, iast, and Nr. 
Fig. 3.25 Dynamic performance of the IRFOC based IM drive system for a sudden change 

in reference speed (a) vabs, ias, Vdc, and Nr, (b) ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (c)idst, iqst, and Nr, 
(d)iast, ibst, icst and Nr. 

Fig. 3.26 Dynamic performance of the IRFOC based IM drive for a sudden change in load 
torque (a) vabs, ias, Vdc and Nr, (b) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr,(c) idst, iqsst, iast and Nr, (d) iast, 
ibst, icst and Nr. 

Fig. 3.27 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the IRFOC based ASIMD with diode bridge 
rectifier at the AC mains under full-load condition(a) AC mains line voltage and 
line current, (b) three-phase AC mains power, (c) line current THD and (d) line 
voltage THD. 

Fig. 3.28 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the IRFOC based ASIMD with diode bridge 
rectifier at the AC mains under light-load(a) AC mains line voltage and line 
current, (b) three-phase AC mains power, (c) line current THD and (d) line voltage 
THD. 

Fig. 3.29 Variations of (a) THD and (b) PF at the AC mains of the diode bridge rectifier fed 
IRFOC of ASIMD for different load torques from light-load to full-load. 

Fig. 3.30 Harmonic spectra of stator current for IRFOC based IM drive with hysteresis 
current control at full-load (a & b) and light-load (c & d). 

Fig. 3.31 Dynamics of DTC based ASIMD with diode bridge rectifier at the AC mains 
during starting and sudden change in reference speeds.  

Fig. 3.32 Dynamics of DTC based IM drive with diode bridge rectifier at the AC mains 
during field weakening and sudden change in load torques.  

Fig. 3.33 AC mains line current harmonic spectrum for diode bridge rectifier fed DTC based 
IM drive at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% load torque. 

Fig. 3.34 AC mains line voltage harmonic spectrum for diode bridge rectifier fed DTC 
based IM drive at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% load torque. 

Fig. 3.35 (a) Variation of THD (%) with the load torque (%) and (b) PF variation with the 
load torque (%) at AC mains for diode bridge rectifier fed DTC based IM drive. 

Fig. 3.36 Steady state performance of the drive at rated speed and rated load torque  (a) vabs, 
ias, Vdc and Nr, (b) ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (c) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr, (d) iast, ibst, icst and Nr, (e) 
ias, iast, Te and Nr, (f) ias, iast, Te and Nr, (g) vabst, iast, Te & Nr, (h) iast, ψαst, ψβst & Nr. 
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Fig. 3.39 Dynamic performance of the drive during starting for reference speed of Nr
*=1000 

rpm. (a) vabs, ias, Vdc and Nr, (b) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr, (c) ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (d)Ψst, iast, 
Te and Nr. 

Fig. 3.40 Dynamic performance of the drive during field weakening operation (a) ias, Vdc, iast 
and Nr, (b) ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (c) Ψst, iast, Te and Nr, (d) iast, ψαst, ψβst and Nr 

Fig. 3.41 Dynamic performance of the drive for a sudden change in reference speed (a) vabs, 
ias, Vdc, and Nr, (b) ias, ibs, ics and Nr, (c) Ψst, iast, Te and Nr, (d) iast, ibst, icst and Nr 

Fig. 3.42 Dynamic performance of the drive for a sudden change in load torque (a) vabs, ias, 
Vdc, and Nr, (b) ias, Vdc, iast, and Nr,(c) iast, ibst, icst and Nr, (d) Ψst, iast, Te and Nr, (e) 
iast, ψαst, ψβst and Nr. 

Fig. 3.43 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the DTC based IM drive with diode bridge 
rectifier at the AC mains under full-load torque (a) AC mains line voltage and line 
current, (b) three-phase AC mains power, (c) line current THD and (d) line voltage 
THD. 

Fig. 3.44 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the DTC based IM drive with diode bridge 
rectifier at the AC mains under 20% load torque (a) AC mains line voltage and line 
current, (b) three-phase AC mains power, (c) line current THD and (d) line voltage 
THD. 

Fig. 3.45 Variation of (a) THD and (b) PF at the AC mains of the diode bridge rectifier fed 
DTC based IM drive for different load torques from light-load to full-load. 

Fig. 3.46 Steady state and harmonic spectra of stator current for DTC based IM drive with 
flux and torque hysteresis band control at full-load (a&b), light-load (c&d). 

Fig. 4.1 Classification of IPQCs for improving the power quality at AC mains of ASIMDs. 
Fig. 4.2 Third harmonic modulated two-switch IPQC (Minnesota rectifier) fed two-level 

VSI based ASIMD. 
Fig. 4.3 Scott-transformer based two-switch IPQC fed three-level NPC-VSI based ASIMD.
Fig. 4.4 Three-switch three-level IPQC (Vienna rectifier) fed two-level VSI based ASIMD. 
Fig. 4.5 Six-switch two-level VSC fed two-level VSI based ASIMD. 
Fig. 4.6 Three-level Neutral Point Clamped VSC fed three-level VSI based ASIMD. 
Fig. 5.1 Overall block diagram of Minnesota rectifier fed FOC of IM drive. 
Fig. 5.2 Control structure of Minnesota rectifier control with RST current controller. 
Fig. 5.3 Control structure of indirect FOC of three-phase induction motor. 
Fig. 5.4 Block diagram of RST controller. 
Fig. 5.5 Block diagram of RST controller with saturation anti wind-up. 
Fig. 5.6 Frequency response of output PWM noise to output transfer function for RST and 

PI current controllers [PI gains: KpiL=0.8, KiiL=11], [RST gains: K1=5, K2=3]. 
Fig. 5.7 Frequency response of sensing noise to output transfer function for RST and PI 

current controllers [PI gains: KpiL=0.8, KiiL=11], [RST gains: K1=5, K2=3]. 
Fig. 5.8 Step response of RST and PI current controllers. 
Fig. 5.9 Open-loop Bode plot for RST current controller. 
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Fig. 5.10 MATLAB Simulink model of RST current controller based Minnesota rectifier fed 
FOC of IMD. 

Fig. 5.11 Power circuit of Minnesota rectifier. 
Fig. 5.12 MATLAB model of RST current controller based Minnesota rectifier controller. 
Fig. 5.13 Polynomial RST current controller. 
Fig. 5.14 MATLAB Simulink model of conventional IRFOC scheme. 
Fig. 5.15 Laboratory prototype of Minnesota rectifier fed IRFOC of IM drive. 
Fig. 5.16 Reference and actual inductor current for (a) conventional PI current controller and 

(b) polynomial RST current controller based Minnesota rectifier 
Fig. 5.17 Steady state response of vabs, vbcs, vcas, ias, ibs, ics, Vc1, Vc2, vabst, Nr under rated speed 

(1430 rpm) and full-load torque (15 Nm). 
Fig. 5.18 Injected third harmonic current i3inj, AC mains current ias and diode rectifier input 

current iasr. 
Fig. 5.19 Dynamics of RST current controller based Minnesota rectifier fed IRFOC of IM 

drive during starting and sudden change in reference speeds. 
Fig. 5.20 Dynamics of RST current controller based Minnesota rectifier fed IRFOC of IM 

drive during field weakening and sudden change in load torques. 
Fig. 5.21 AC mains line current harmonic spectrum for RST current controller based 

Minnesota rectifier at (a) full-load torque and (b) light-load torque. 
Fig. 5.22 AC mains line voltage harmonic spectrum for RST current controller based 

Minnesota rectifier at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% load torque. 
Fig. 5.23 AC mains line current harmonic spectrum for conventional PI current controller 

based Minnesota rectifier at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% load torque. 
Fig. 5.24  (a) AC mains current THD Vs load torque (%) plot and (b) AC mains PF Vs load 

torque (%) plot for both PI and RST current controllers based Minnesota rectifier 
fed IRFOC of ASIMD. 

Fig. 5.25  (a) Inductor reference currents and actual inductor currents of Minnesota rectifier 
with PI current controller. (b) Inductor reference currents and inductor currents of 
Minnesota rectifier with RST current controller. 

Fig. 5.26 Performance of the drive system under steady state at rated speed (Nr
*=1430 rpm) 

and load torque (TL=15 Nm) (a) vabs, ias, Vdc, and Vc2, (b) vas, ias, Vdc and Vc2, (c) ias, 
ibs, ics and Vdc (d) vabs, ias, Vdc and iast, (e) Nr, ias, Vdc, and Vc2, (f) Nr, ias, Vdc and iast, 
(g) Nr, iast, ibst and icst, (h)AC mains current ias, diode rectifier input current iasbr and 
injected current i3inj. 

Fig. 5.27 Dynamic performance of the drive system during starting for a reference speed of 
Nr* = 900 rpm. 

Fig. 5.28 Dynamic performance of the drive system during field weakening operation (a) Nr, 
ias, Vc2 and Vdc, (b) Nr, ias, iast, and Vdc. 

Fig. 5.29 Dynamic performance of the drive system for a sudden change in reference speed 
(a) Nr, ias, Vdc and iast, (b) Nr, iast, ibst and icst, (c) Nr, ias, Vdc and iast, (d) vas, ias, Vdc 
and Nr. 
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Fig. 5.30 Dynamic performance of the drive system for a sudden change in load torque       
(a) vabs, ias, Vdc and iast, (b) ias, ibs, ics and Vdc (c) Nr, ias, Vdc and Vc2, (d) Nr, ias, Vdc 
and iast,    (e) vas, ias, Vdc and Vc2. 

Fig. 5.31 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the RST current controller based Minnesota 
rectifier fed VCIMD under full-load torque (100%) (a) AC mains line voltage and 
line current, (b) three-phase AC mains power, (c) line current THD and (d) line 
voltage THD. 

Fig. 5.32 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the RST current controller based Minnesota 
rectifier fed VCIMD under light-load torque (20%) (a) line voltage and line 
current, (b) three phase AC mains power, (c) line current THD and (d) line voltage 
THD. 

Fig. 5.33 Harmonic spectra at the AC mains of the conventional PI current controller based 
Minnesota rectifier fed VCIMD at (a) & (b) full-load torque (c) & (d) light-load 
torque. 

Fig. 5.34  (a) Input AC mains current THD Vs load torque (%) plot and (b) Input AC mains 
PF Vs load torque (%) plot for both PI and RST current controllers based 
Minnesota rectifier fed FOC of IMD. 

Fig. 6.1 System configuration of a Scott-transformer based IPQC fed three-level NPC 
inverter feeding a FOC of IM drive with feed-forward control. 

Fig. 6.2 Scott-transformer based PFC rectifier control with feed-forward. 
Fig. 6.3 SVM based IRFOC scheme for three-level NPC inverter fed IM. 
Fig. 6.4 Simulink model of Scott-transformer IPQC fed three-level NPC inverter based 

SVM-IRFOC of IM drive with feed-forward control. 
Fig. 6.5 Simulink model of Scott-transformer based IPQC power circuit. 
Fig. 6.6 Simulink model of the controller for Scott-transformer based IPQC with feed 

forward control. 
Fig. 6.7 Simulink model of IRFOC scheme with SVM for three-level NPC based VSI. 
Fig. 6.8 Laboratory prototype of proposed system. 
Fig. 6.9 DC bus voltage dynamics of Scott-transformer IPQC with a feed-forward control 

under step increase and step decrease in load torques 
Fig. 6.10 Steady state waveforms of ias, ibs, ics, vsT1&vsT2,iL1&iL2, vc1&vc2, vabst and Nr & Nr

* 
under rated speed (1430 rpm) and full-load torque (15 Nm). 

Fig. 6.11 Dynamic results of Scott-transformer IPQC fed three-level NPC inverter based 
SVM-IRFOC of IM drive with feed-forward control during starting and sudden 
change in reference speed. 

Fig. 6.12 Dynamic results of the drive system during sudden change in load torque and field 
weakening. 

Fig. 6.13 Harmonic analysis of AC mains currents of proposed drive system at (a) full-load 
torque and (b) light-load torque. 

Fig. 6.14 Harmonic analysis of AC mains line voltage of proposed drive system at (a) full 
load and (b) light-load. 
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Fig. 6.15 THD (%) and PF with the load torque (%) for three-level NPC inverter fed 
SVMIRFOC of IM drive with proposed Scott-transformer IPQC. 

Fig. 6.16 Steady state waveforms at rated speed (Nr
*=1430 rpm) and load torque (TL=15 

Nm) (a) vabs, ias, ibs and ics, (b) ias, Vdc, Vc2 and Nr, (c) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr,(d) iast, ibst, 
icst and Nr, (e) vsT1, vsT2,iL1 and iL2. 

Fig. 6.17 Dynamic results of Scott-transformer IPQC fed three-level NPC inverter based 
IRFOC of IM drive during starting for a reference speed of 1000 rpm. 

Fig. 6.18 Dynamic results of Scott-transformer PFC rectifier fed three-level NPC inverter 
based IRFOC of IM drive with feed-forward control during field weakening 
operation. 

Fig. 6.19 Dynamic results of Scott-transformer IPQC fed three-level NPC inverter based 
IRFOC of IM drive with feed-forward control for a sudden change in reference 
speed (a) & (b) vabs, Vdc, iast and Nr, (c) & (d) iast, ibst, icst and Nr. 

Fig. 6.20 Dynamic response of DC bus voltage under step increase in load torque (a) with 
feed-forward control and (b) without feed-forward control for proposed drive 
system for a sudden increase in load torque. 

Fig. 6.21 Dynamic response of DC bus voltage under step increase in load torque (a) with 
feed-forward control and (b) without feed-forward control for proposed drive 
system for a sudden decrease in load torque. 

Fig. 6.22 Dynamic results under step increase in load torque with feed-forward control (a) 
vabs, ias, ibs and ics, (b) secondary voltages of teaser and main transformer 
(vsT1&vsT2,), inductor currents (iL1&iL2) 

Fig. 6.23  AC mains line voltage (vcas) and AC mains line current (ibs), (b) input active 
power (Ps) and input reactive power (Qs), (c) different power quality indices of 
proposed drive system at full-load torque (100%). 

Fig. 6.24  AC mains line voltage (vcas) and AC mains line current (ibs), (b) input active 
power (Ps) and input reactive power (Qs), (c) different power quality indices of 
proposed drive system at light-load torque (20%). 

Fig. 6.25 (a) THD (%) and (b) PF variations with the load torque (%) for Scott-transformer 
PFC rectifier fed three-level NPC inverter based IRFOC of IM drive with feed-
forward control. 

Fig. 7.1 System configuration of DTC based IM drive with Vienna rectifier. 
Fig. 7.2 Control structure for gating signal generation for the Vienna rectifier. 
Fig. 7.3 Control structure of DTC of three-phase induction motor. 
Fig. 7.4 Simulation model of Vienna rectifier fed DTC of IM drive. 
Fig. 7.5 Simulation model for the Vienna rectifier. 
Fig. 7.6 Simulation model for the Vienna rectifier controller. 
Fig. 7.7 Simulation model for the DTC scheme. 
Fig. 7.8 Laboratory prototype of Vienna rectifier. 
Fig. 7.9 Steady state performance of the proposed Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM drive 

under rated speed (1430 rpm) and full-load torque (15 Nm). 
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Fig. 7.10 Dynamic performance of the proposed drive system during starting and sudden 
change in reference speed. 

Fig. 7.11 Dynamic performance of the proposed drive system during sudden change in load 
torque and field weakening operation. 

Fig. 7.12 AC mains line current harmonic spectrum at (a) 100% & (b) 20% load torque. 
Fig. 7.13 AC mains line voltage harmonic spectrum at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 20% 

load torque. 
Fig. 7.14 (a) Variation of THD (%) with the load torque (%) and (b) PF variation with the 

load torque (%) for Vienna rectifier at the AC mains of DTC based IM drive. 
Fig. 7.15 Steady state performance of the Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM drive at rated 

speed (Nr
*=1430 rpm) and full-load torque (TL=15 Nm) (a) vcas, ibs, iast, and Nr, (b) 

ibs, Nr, Vc2 and Vdc, (c) vcas, ias, ibs and ics, (d) vcas, iast, ibst and icst. 
Fig. 7.16 Dynamics of the Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM drive during starting at a 

reference speed of Nr
* = 1000 rpm (vabs, ibs, Nr and Vdc). 

Fig. 7.17 Dynamics of Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM drive during field weakening 
operation for Nr

*=1430 to 1600 rpm (Nr, iast, ibst and icst). 
Fig. 7.18 Dynamics of Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM drive for sudden change in 

reference speed (a)&(b) ibs, Vdc, Vc2, and Nr, (c)&(d) Nr, iast, ibst, and icst. 
Fig. 7.19 Dynamics of Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM drive for a sudden change in load 

torque (a) & (b) ibs, Nr, Vdc and Vc2, (c)&(d) Nr, iast, ibst and icst. 
Fig. 7.20 Experimental results at the AC mains of the Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM 

drive under full-load torque (a) AC mains line voltage and line current, (b) three-
phase AC mains power, (c) line current harmonic spectrum and (d) line voltage 
harmonic spectrum. 

Fig. 7.21 Experimental results at the AC mains of the Vienna rectifier fed DTC based IM 
drive under full-load torque (a) line voltage and line current, (b) three-phase AC 
mains power, (c) line current harmonic spectrum and (d) line voltage harmonic 
spectrum. 

Fig. 7.22 THD (%) and PF with the load torque (%) for DTC based IM drive with Vienna 
rectifier for different load torques from light-load to full-load. 

Fig. 8.1 Proposed system configuration of virtual flux SVM-DPC based VSC fed GS-PI 
based SVM-DTC of IM drive. 

Fig. 8.2 Virtual flux based SVM-DPC scheme for the front end two-level VSC. 
Fig. 8.3 Phasor diagram of front end side voltage source converter’s voltages, currents and 

virtual fluxes in stationary (αβ) and rotating reference frame (dq). 
Fig. 8.4 GS-PI based SVM-DTC for motor side two-level VSI. 
Fig. 8.5 Block diagram of the total control system of speed and torque controller loops. 
Fig. 8.6 Bode plot of GS-PI speed and torque controllers based SVM-DTC for kpω=Kpωmax, 

kiω=Kiωmin & kpt=Kptmax, kit=Kitmin (b) kpω=Kpωmin, kiω=Kiωmax & kpt=Kptmax, kit=Kitmax. 
Fig. 8.7 Simulink model of virtual flux based SVM-DPC two-level VSC fed GSPI based 

SVM-DTC-IM drive. 
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Fig. 8.8 Simulink model of the AC mains voltage sensor less virtual flux based SVM-DPC 
with feed-forward control for front end two-level VSC. 

Fig. 8.9 Simulink model of the GS-PI based SVM-DTC for motor side two-level VSC fed 
IM. 

Fig. 8.10 Inside GS-PI speed controller block. 
Fig. 8.11 Laboratory prototype of SVM-VF-DPC based VSC fed GS-PI based SVM-DTC of 

IM drive. 
Fig. 8.12 Steady state response of ias, ibs, ics, vabsconv, Vdc, vabst, iast, ibst, icst and Nr under rated 

speed (1430 rpm) and full-load torque (15 Nm). 
Fig. 8.13 Dynamic response of VF SVM-DPC based active front end VSC fed GS-PI 

controller based SVM-DTC during starting and sudden change in reference speed. 
Fig. 8.14 Dynamic response of the drive system during sudden change in load torque and 

field weakening. 
Fig. 8.15 Dynamic response of the drive system during speed reversal and regenerative 

braking. 
Fig. 8.16 Harmonic spectrum of input AC mains current (ias) at (a) 100% load torque and (b) 

20% load torque. 
Fig. 8.17 Harmonic spectrum of input AC mains line voltage (vabs) at (a) 100% load torque 

and (b) 20% load torque. 
Fig. 8.18 Harmonic analysis of front end converter line voltage (vabsconv). 
Fig. 8.19 THD (%) and PF with the load torque (%) for the proposed drive system. 
Fig. 8.20 Response of drive system under steady state at rated speed (Nr

*=1430 rpm) and 
load torque (TL=15 Nm) (a) vabs, ias, ibs and ics, (b) vabs, ias, Vdc and Nr, (c) vabs, ias, 
Vdc and iast (d) iast, ibst, icst and Nr, (e) vabst, isast, Nr and Te, (f) vas, ias, Vdc and Nr. 

Fig. 8.21 (a) Starting response of ias, DC bus voltage Vdc, stator current iast and Nr for 
conventional fixed gain-PI speed controller, (b) Starting response of proportional 
gain kpω, integral gain kiω, iast and Nr for GS-PI speed controller. 

Fig. 8.22 Response comparison during speed reversal (a) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr for conventional 
fixed gain-PI speed controller (b) torque-loop proportional gain kpt, integral gain 
kit, iast and Nr for GS-PI torque controller during speed reversal. 

Fig. 8.23 Response of (a) ias, Vdc, iast and Nr, (b) iast, ibst, icst and Nr for GS-PI based SVM-
DTC drive during speed reversal. 

Fig. 8.24 Response of (a) ias, Ψst, iast and Nr, (b) iast, ibst, icst and Nr during field weakening 
operation (1430 to 1700 rpm). 

Fig. 8.25 Response of ias, Vdc, Ps and Nr showing regenerative braking operation (Nr
*=1430 

to 1200 rpm). 
Fig. 8.26 Response of (a) speed-loop proportional gain kpω, integral gain kiω, iast and Nr for 

step increase in reference speed from 1100 to 1430 rpm, (b) Response of vabs, ias, 
Vdc, Nr and (c) iast, ibst, icst, Nr for step decrease in reference speed from 1430 to 
1000 rpm. 

Fig. 8.27 Response of vabs, Vdc, Te and Nr during a step increase in load torque from 20% to 
100% at Nr

*=1430 rpm for (a) fixed gain PI based SVM-DTC & (b) GS-PI based 
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SVM-DTC. 

Fig. 8.28 Response of vabs, Vdc, Te and Nr during a step decrease in load torque from 20% to 
100% at Nr

*=1430 rpm for (a) fixed gain PI based SVM-DTC & (b) GS-PI based 
SVM-DTC. 

Fig. 8.29 Response of ias, iast, Ψst and Nr for step change in load torque from 20% to 100% at 
Nr

*=1430 rpm for (a) fixed gain PI based SVM-DTC and (b) GS-PI based SVM-
DTC. 

Fig. 8.30 Response of ias, Vdc, iast, and Nr of GS-PI based SVM-DTC drive for a (a) step 
increase in load torque from 50% to 100% and (b) step decrease in load torque 
from 100% to 50% at Nr

*=1430 rpm. 
Fig. 8.31 Response of Vdc, Ps, Qs and Nr for (a) step increase in load torque from 20% to 

70% and (b) step decrease in load torque from 70% to 20% at Nr
*=1430 rpm. 

Fig. 8.32 (a) Stator current (iast) and (b) its harmonic spectrum for SVM-DTC of IM drive at 
full-load (100%) torque. 

Fig. 8.33 (a) Stator current (iast) and (b) its harmonic spectrum for SVM-DTC of IM drive at 
light-load (20%) torque. 

Fig. 8.34 (a)- (d) Power quality indices at the input side of the proposed drive system at full-
load (100%) torque. 

Fig. 8.35  (a)- (d) Power quality indices at the input side of the proposed drive system at 
light load (20%) torque. 

Fig. 8.36 Harmonic analysis of front end converter line voltage of the proposed drive system 
(a) harmonic spectrum, (b) harmonic list, (c) THD value. 

Fig. 8.37 (a) THD (%) and (b) PF with the load torque (%) for the proposed drive system. 
Fig. 9.1 Overall block diagram of AC mains voltage sensor less virtual flux SVM-DPC 

based three-level VSC fed speed sensor less based SVM-DTC of IM drive. 
Fig. 9.2 Control structure of virtual flux based SVM-DPC for the front end three-level 

VSC. 
Fig. 9.3 Phasor diagram of front end voltage source converter’s voltages, currents and 

virtual fluxes in stationary (αβ) and rotating reference frame (dq) 
Fig. 9.4 Control structure of MRAS based sensor less SVM-DTC for motor side three-level 

NPC VSI. 
Fig. 9.5 Speed estimation based on rotor flux MRAS principle. 
Fig. 9.6 Space vector diagram of the three-level NPC VSC. 
Fig. 9.7  (a) Space vector diagram of three-level system in sector S1, (b) virtual two-level 

space vector diagram (Type1) from three-level system. 
Fig. 9.8 MATLAB Simulink model of virtual flux based SVM-DPC three-level VSC fed 

Sensor less SVM-DTC-IM drive. 
Fig. 9.9 Simulink model of the virtual flux based SVM-DPC with feed-forward control for 

front end three-level VSC. 
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Fig. 9.10 Simulink model of the rotor flux MRAS based sensor less SVM-DTC for motor 
side three-level VSC fed IM drive. 

Fig. 9.11 Inside rotor flux MRAS sensor less block for speed estimation. 
Fig. 9.12 Laboratory prototype of virtual flux SVM-DPC based three-level VSC fed 

Sensor less SVM-DTC of IM drive. 
Fig. 9.13 Variation of AC mains current THD (%) of the front end converter with respect to 

the switching frequency for different values of interfacing inductance under (a) 
full-load torque and (b) light-load torque. 

Fig. 9.14 Steady state response of vabs,vbcs,vcas,ias,ibs,ics,vabsonv,Vc1,Vc2,vabst, Nr, rN under rated 
speed (1430 rpm) and full-load torque (15 Nm). 

Fig. 9.15 Dynamics of the proposed three-level VSC fed ASIMD during starting and sudden 
change in reference speed. 

Fig. 9.16 Dynamics of the drive system during sudden change in load torque and field 
weakening. 

Fig. 9.17 Dynamics of the drive system during speed reversal and regenerative braking. 
Fig. 9.18 AC mains line current harmonic spectrum for the proposed drive system with front 
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